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Individuality for BMW Offroad Motorcycles

Accessories

Accessories for BMW Motorcycles

“Piston” Valve Cap Set
Replaces the plain original caps. These visual delights
make checking tyre pressures a pure pleasure. Made
from aluminium with a lot of attention to detail.
“Piston” Valve Cap Set*
Silver set

Part No.: 1900231

Blue set

Part No.: 1900232

Black set

Part No.: 1900233

Red set

Part No.: 1900234

“Piston” valve cap set

“Standard” valve cap set

“Standard” Valve Cap Set*
Silver set

Part No.: 1900235

Blue set

Part No.: 1900236

Black set

Part No.: 1900237

Red set

Part No.: 1900238

* Not for vehicles with tyre pressure control systems.

Aluminium Valve Stem
You know the problem: You want to top up the low tyre
pressure at a petrol station, but the air filler nozzle is
made for cars. The result is that more air escapes than
manages to go in while you try to make the ill fitting
nozzle sit on the short motorcycle-type tyre valve. This
quality machined, light aluminium tyre valve for tubeless
tyres (weights only 11 g) puts an end to the annoying
fiddling! Note: The tyre needs to be removed to fit this
valve. Sold as a single piece.

Why TÜV?

All models with spoked wheels
Silver anodised

Part No.: 5525400*

* Not suitable for vehicles with tyre pressure control system

The legal requirements (in Germany)
are very precise when it comes to
which accessories may be fitted to a
motorcycle and which may not. Using
components that are not TÜV (Technical Inspection Association) certified
can have fatal consequences.
It is well known that there are motorcycle riders who always feel guilty
whenever a police car goes by. This is
not necessarily to do with the speed
they ride at. Often it is simply because
of the accessories installed on the bike.
Not everything that can be retrofitted
to a motorcycle must be approved or
blessed by the TÜV in the first place.
But when we are talking about parts
that increase engine performance, for
example, that affect the acoustics or
the exhaust behaviour, or that alter
the contours of the vehicle, things
look rather different. In these cases, it
is not only a sensible precaution, but
also an urgent requirement, to verify

the parts and their interaction with the
motorcycle.
We at Wunderlich go to great lengths to
have all of the accessories that we offer
tested by the TÜV for their operating
safety on the road. This is not always
the case in the industry. However, we
see it as our duty and our responsibility to our customers only to offer safe
accessories. This is a matter of course
for us and we know that our customers
appreciate our efforts in this area.
In the end, it is in the interests of every
motorcycle rider to be riding a vehicle
that is safe on the road. According to
TÜV-SÜD, the basic principle is: “If
changes are made to the vehicle that
give rise to the expectation of possible
risk to road users, change the type of
the vehicle or have a detrimental effect
on the exhaust or noise it produces, the
permission to operate the vehicle can
become void.” The expectation of pos-

sible risk is not precisely defined here.
If, for example, changes are made to
the braking system and the parts used
do not have a TÜV certificate, a risk can
already be assumed. The same applies,
for example, to protruding vehicle parts
or fairings. Apart from the fact that
these can have fatal consequences in
the case of a fall, there will be considerable problems in the subsequent
assessment of damages, extending to
complete liability of the vehicle driver
and owner concerned, including the
corresponding legal assessment.
It makes much more sense to invest
in your own security in advance and
ensure that you only buy attachments
and accessories verified by TÜV. Just
ask us and we will be happy to advise
you about approval and TÜV as far as
our products are concerned - for your
own safety.

90° Valve Stem Adapter
Filling the tyres with air can be difficult, especially with
the normal petrol station equipment. With this adapter it
is made easier.
Safety Note: Only use for filling, not for permanent fitting on wheel! May cause damage to valve and cause
dangerous deflation when riding!
Part No.: 5525401

Tyre Valve Cap With Emblem
This is the miniature pride and joy of any owner. A valve
cap turned from dural aluminium complete with the
bike manufacturers emblem. An O ring is included to
complete the seal. BMW fans even like to use this cap
as a rook or pawn when playing chess. There can be no
more beautiful or detailed expression of enthusiasm for
the BMW colours! For all tyre valves.
Single Item

Part No.: 1900227

Theft-proof wheel axle bolts
For many years, theft-proof wheel bolts have been standard on
cars. Now this standard has found its way into the motorcycle
sector. You can find this product on page 110.
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